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                                     BM İngilis dili fənni üzrə imtahan suallarının cavabları 

1.    A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

Everyone waited for an …. opinion  of the Chairman. (authorize, authoritative, authoritarian ). 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani  words in brackets 

It was hard to realize the full  (вклад/tövhə) of this teaching ( contribution)  

C) Match the word with its explanation  

 All ears  ( data, completely attentive, errors)  

D)   Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

I am sure this task won’t  be of any difficulty to me  ( a piece of cake, odds and ends , to   make 

head or  tail together)  

E)  Complete the sentence.  

Openness of the vocabulary …. that English is a very accepting language.(demands, imply, 

accept). 

 

2.          A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

He is a very … person  as he never considers other people’s feelings. ( considerate, 

inconsiderate, considerable ) 

 

 B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani  words in brackets. 

 

Условия/ şərtlər  of the contract were unacceptable for us. (terms)  

 

C)   Match the word with its explanation. 

 

Big stink  ( fuss or scandal , software, error ). 

 

D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

       

Someone disclosed the secret , and it appeared in the press. ( to see eye to eye, to pull one’s leg, 

to let a cat out of the bag)  

 

E) Complete the sentence . 

 

Modern English has no … to show singular plural, or gender. (inflections, troubles, risks) 
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3.  A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

The English vocabulary is … still growing. ( apparent, apparently, appearance)  

B)   Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

Everything  that we associate with the Elizabethan Age can not be explained in any simple 

historical ( понятиями/anlayışlarla).  (considerations)  

C) Match the word with its explanation . 

Bug : ( software error, completely attentive, cause for extreme mental effort )  

D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

 

Whenever  there was a problem , the staff called on the file clerk who seemed to manage 

computers  well.   ( to fall short , to have a way with , to take a back seat). 

 E)  Complete the sentence.  

  … ways of spending  the fund led to its elimination. (economical, uneconomical, different).  

 

4.A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

The uprising was people’s …. to the government reforms (respond ,responsibility, response)  

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words  in brackets  

     

Until 1560 France (считалась/sayılırdı) to be the strongest and most aggressive power on the 

continent. (considered)  

 

C) Match the expression with its explanation. 

        

Data bus ( to start, data movement from one place to another, software error). 

 

D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

Now that he retired he appears in town very rarely .( in a nutshell , once in a blue moon, a piece 

of cake) 

E) Complete the sentence  

 It was … claimed that  the  taxes would  not be raised  (appoint; authoritatively ; deeply).  

 

5.A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word.  

 

These two developments were closely … ( relative , related, relations)  

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words  in brackets  

 

The ( подаяния) to the church flowed from the believers in large quantities. ( contributions)  
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C) Match the word with its explanation. 

Slave  ( Millions of instructions per second , computer  that is controlled by other electronic 

elements of a computer , scandal ) 

 

D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

 

Politicians often make exaggerated  or  inaccurate statements   ( to talk through one’s hat;, to 

make head or fail of;  to keep one’s fingers crossed)  

E) Complete the sentence 

The economy of  the country  has … a decline  lately  (spread; undergone ; produced)  

 

6.A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word.  

      

The conduct of the talks will require the …..of all the staff. 

(involve, involvement, involved ) 

 

B)   Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets  

 (распрострпнение/yayılma) of the English language to other countries appears irreversible. 

       ( expansion)  

C)  Match the expression with its explanation. 

 Lame duck  ( important government position;  politician who has failed to be reelected but still 

in office). 

 

D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

  

Politicians’ promises seldom meet our expectations  ( to fall short, to take a back seat, to have a 

way with)  

 

E) Complete the sentence  

 

Public diplomacy is to be ...  from public affairs, because the latter provides information to the 

domestic public  ( distinguished ; stated ; provided)  

 

7.A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

No democracy can exist under  an ….. rule. ( authoritative, authorization, authoritarian)  

 

B) Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

Terms of the contract were (неприемлемы/yararsız) for us. ( unacceptable) 

 

C) Match the explanation with the right word. 

 Purposefully  complicated , and often redundant language ,usually applied  to government and 

similar   bureaucracies  ( Politically correct;  doublespeak ;  plum). 

  D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 
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    I wish you good luck at your exam. ( to pull one’s leg, to keep one’s fingers crossed, to talk 

through one’s  hat). 

E) Complete the sentence  

 

USA Embassy officials ... the US Government in a host country.  (tackle; represent; issue).  

 

8.A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

…… of peace is conducted by the UN forces .(maintain, maintenance, main)  

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

Since 1950s  youth culture in (различными/müxtəlif) ways has continued to contribute to the 

English language  (various)  

 

C)  Match the explanation with the right word. 

 

Local  constituents , or common people , whose collective impressions  form what is known as 

public opinion ( grassroots, doublespeak, peacekeeper) 

 

D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

 Strange as it may appear , the president made everybody believe that he could not understand 

how it all happened. ( in a nutshell , to pull one’s leg, to make head or tail of ) 

E) Complete the sentence  

The appointed secretaries are ... for the management of foreign affairs  (steady ; responsible ; 

relate)  

9.  A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

The organization was deeply ….in worldly affairs. ( involve;  involved;  involvement)  

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

In the 19
th

  century it was socially (приемлемо/qəbul olunmuş) to use the word   fat while now it 

sounds  insulting   (acceptable)  

 

C) Match the explanation with the right word  

 

Spokes person or commentator ( spin doctor, wag, couch potato) 

 

D)  Replace the underlined  words  with an appropriate idiom. 

 

The two leaders were in strong opposition ( to talk through one’s hat;  to be at loggerheads;  to 

make head or tail of)  
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E) Complete the sentence 

 

The basis of bilateral diplomacy is ... of state-to-state relations   ( maintainance ; appointment ; 

negotiation).  

 

10.A) ) Fill in the space with an appropriate word.  

..... technological developments one had to learn English (term; in terms of;  to be on terms)  

 

 B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

The (разновидности/müxtəliflihlər) of  English  differ  in various ways.  (varieties) 

 

C) Match the explanation with the right word. 

 Individual charged  with attempting to control the way an issue or even t is regarded  (wag,  spin 

doctor, couch potato). 

 

D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

 

You should be more determined and do something about it. ( to take a back seat; to take the bull 

by the horns;  to fall short). 

E) Complete the sentence  

He could become a mediator, with … and power which could be fostered and enlarged  

(authority;  response ; relation )  

 

11.  A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word 

The vocabulary of the Italian language …. mainly  from old Latin ( expand, expansion, extend) 

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

I want to tell you that I (считаю/hesab edirəm)  you  impatent and impertinent. (consider)  

 

C) Match the explanation with the right word. 

  

Addicted TV viewer  ( couch potato, woopie,  spin doctor)  

D)   Replace  the  underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

It’s no good always choosing to avoid responsibility   (to take a back seat; to be at loggerheads; 

to see eye to eye. 

E) Complete the sentence 

 Public diplomacy is as necessary for maintaining and strengthening of friendly  …  with other 

countries as  traditional  diplomacy ( appointment ; relations ; opinion) 
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12. A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

The variety of proposals …. surprised  the chairman. ( various, invariably, vary) 

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

The girl seemed  (приобрела /əldə etdi)  a  taste for pretty  clothes  recently   (acquire) 

C)  Match the explanation with the right word. 

Cause for extreme mental effort t  (big shot;  brain drain;  all ears)  

D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

I think we have the same opinion on how to handle this problem. ( to be at sea; to see eye to eye;  

to make head or tail of) 

E) ) Complete the sentence 

One  of  the  main problems of modern international intercourse  is the  increasing  … of 

diplomacy to public opinion ( respond ; response ; treaty)  

 

13.A)   Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

         

People are often judged by …. (appear, appearance, apparent ) 

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

A wider context may help to understand  the  (подразумеваемое/ nəzərdə tutulmuş) meaning  of 

a word.   (implied)  

C)  Match the explanation with the right word. 

A term for taking a position, political or otherwise , which is offensive to no one  ( lame duck; 

politically correct;  plum)  

D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

Dick made exaggerated statements when he  said  he had got a call from  the  White House.( to 

let a cat out of the bag; to pull one’s leg; to see eye to eye). 

E) Complete the sentence 

In the international organizations  diplomats  serve as ... to the interests of the global community 

(appointment ; contributors ; circuits)  

 

14.A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

      

The old professor did his best .... his love to history to his students (communication, 

communicate, communicative). 
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B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

I want to tell you that I (принимаю ваши условия/ sizin şərtlərinizi  qəbul edirəm).    (accept 

your terms).  

C)  Match the explanation with the right word. 

Cause interference  to  the enemy’s electronic communications ( peacekeeper;  jam;  fourth area) 

D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

Let’s   wish him good luck.  (to see eye to eye;  to pull one’s leg;  to keep one’s fingers crossed). 

E) Complete the sentence 

The new diplomacy  … the  establishment of  an international organization to act as a forum for 

peaceful settlement of  disputes . ( related ; exchanged ; implied )  

 

15.A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

The U.S . is  the  greatest  …. to  the  UN  though  it is known to owe  a great sum of 

contributions  to  it. ( contribution, contribute, contributor) . 

 

B) Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

It is easy to (приобрести репутацию/ reputasiya qazanmaq) but hard to get rid of it . (to gain a 

reputation).  

 

C) Match the explanation with the right word. 

 

Space, the forth arena where war might be waged.( secdef;  wag;  forth area)  

 

D)  Replace  the underlined  words  with an appropriate idiom. 

 

I’ve  got  a few things   for us to snack on while we wait. ( odds and ends;  a piece of cake;  in a 

nutshell ).  

 

E) Complete the sentence 

 

A diplomat is expected  to  have  an out-going personality  and a capacity to maintain strong 

personal …  ( links ; secrets ; negotiations ) 

 

 

16. A) Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

           to appoint 

B)  Complete the sentence. 

             Handling 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 
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               authorization  

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

 (to handle various responsibilities) 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

  politics 

17.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

to dominate 

B) Complete the sentence. 

    guided 

C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

     officer 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

  to affect national interests 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

    domination 

18.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

    to appoint  

B)  Complete the sentence. 

      committed 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

    to accredit 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

 to inform the representatives of foreign states 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

authorities 

19.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

to establish 

B) Complete the sentence. 

  challenge   

           C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

            to accredit 

           D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

 to interpret events and trends 

           E) Choose the right derivative. 

               domination 

          20.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  
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                    to involve 

              B)  Complete the sentence. 

                    persuasively 

              C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

                    to present 

D)   Give English equivalent to the following: 

 to be flexible in handling responsibilities 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

 appoint 

21.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

      to dominate 

B) Complete the sentence. 

    briefing 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic terms. 

   representative 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

 to be on duty in the front line 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

 authority 

22.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

to maintain 

B) Complete the sentence.  

   handling 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

officer  

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

 To be committed to promote and defend one’s country’s policy 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

     involved 

23.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

to participate 

B) Complete the sentence. 

 to guide 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

embassy 

              D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 
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To inform one’s government about the current events taking place in the country of one’s 

residence 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

      negotiators 

24.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

to represent 

B)  Complete the sentence.  

to commit 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

to authorize 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

 to brief 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

    relations 

25.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

     to present 

B)  Complete the sentence. 

responsibilities  

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

biography 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

to escort a senior official 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

        relationship 

26.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

to regard 

B)  Complete the sentence. 

to distinguish 

C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

to authorize 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

Принимать и обрабатывать ежедневный поток корреспонденции/Gündəlik  məlumat axınını  

qəbul və idarə etmək 

 to handle the daily flow of correspondence  

E) Choose the right derivative. 
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involvement 

27.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

        to link 

B)  Complete the sentence. 

 approach 

C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

        embassy 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

  to train the junior members of the service in the right performance of their duties 

E) Choose the right derivative. 

     policy 

28. A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

 

to appoint 

B)Complete the sentence. 

to distinguish 

C)Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

mission 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

  to draft dispatches 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

politics 

29. A) Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

            to undergo 

B)  Complete the sentence. 

              to guide 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

              conducting 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

 to paraphrase the text of ciphered telegtrams 

  E)  Choose the right derivative. 

        economy 

30.   A)  Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

                     to originate 

B) Complete the sentence. 
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                  challenging 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

efficient 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

to face a challenge 

 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

      economy 

31.A) Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

authorization 

 B) Complete the sentence. 

 commitment 

 C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

cable 

 D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

to serve as an amabassador’s political adviser 

 E)  Choose the right derivative. 

                    uneconomical 

32.  A)  Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

authority 

         B) Complete the sentence. 

         to challenge 

          C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

agent 

 D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

 to speak and write correcttly, concisely and persuasively 

 E)  Choose the right derivative. 

economical 

33.A) Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

authorities 

B) Complete the sentence.  

distinguished 

C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

authorization 
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D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

to communicate one’s government views on political issues to foreign officials 

E) Choose the right derivative. 

economical 

34.A)  Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

response 

        B) Complete the sentence . 

            unbearable 

      C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

            services 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

  to affect the national interests 

 E) Choose the right derivative. 

economics 

35.   A)  Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

responsibilities 

             B)  Complete the sentence . 

           responsibilities 

               C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

              to represent 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

 to handle various responsibilities 

 E)  Choose the right derivative. 

       negotiate 

36.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

for handling 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

commercials 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

 ( 1-b, 2-a, 3-c)  

               D) Choose the right alternative: public or social:  
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                    public 

E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

legislative, elected, government 

37.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

in reporting 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

 competition 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

 ( 1-a, 2-c, 3-b)  

               D) Choose the right alternative:  public or social: 

                    public 

               E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                   diminution 

38.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

at solving 

 B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

  compete 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings 

 ( 1-b, 2-a, 3-c) 

 D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

 public, social 

E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

  electors, opposition 

39.  A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

of being misunderstood 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

reliance 

 C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                               ( 1-b, 2-a, 3-c)  

                            D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                          public 
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                            E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                            succeeded, self-governing 

                      40.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

of earning 

                           B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

                             publicity  

                           C)  Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                                  ( 1-b, 2-a, 3-c ) 

                           D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                                public 

                            E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form.      

                            subjects, to govern 

41.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. ????????????? 

    I was surprised ….. a member of the team. (at not being considered, with not 

considering, at not considering).  

B)Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

 provide 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                                ( 1-b, 2-c, 3-a)  

                            D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                                     public  

                           E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                                successors 

42.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

 

      on getting 

                           B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

                                owner 

                          C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                             ( 1-b, 2-c, 3-a)  

                            D) Choose the right alternative:  public or social: 
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                           public, social 

                             E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                               executive,  governor-general  

43.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

                          at communicating  

                           B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative 

                            emphasize 

                          C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                           ( 1-c, 2-a, 3-b) 

                         D) Choose the right alternative: public or social:             

                                public 

                         E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                              governed, constitution, adopted 

44.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

    in fulfilling 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

cover up 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                            ( 1-c, 2-a, 3-b) 

                         D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                              social 

                         E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                             accordance 

45.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

    on having been admitted  

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

    concerned 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                 (1-b , 2-c, 3-a)  

             D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                  public 

             E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

             judicial 
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46.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

from compromising 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

     cover 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                               ( 1-b, 2-c, 3-a)  

                           D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                                public  

                         E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                              legislators 

47.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

                           on receiving 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

    reliability 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                          ( 1-b, 2-c, 3-a) 

                            D)Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                            public 

                            E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                                 to elect, legislators 

48.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

  

               without being asked 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

 publication 

C)  Match the headline words to its meanings: 

                       ( 1-b, 2-a, 3-c) 

D)Choose the right alternative: public or social. 

public, social 

                          E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                                judicial, judicial 

49.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 
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of learning 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

     emphatic 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

 ( 1-b, 2-c, 3-a)  

                            D)  Choose the right alternative public or social: 

                            public 

                            E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                               judiciary 

50.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

of being promoted 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

coverage 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

 ( 1-a, 2-c , 3-b)  

                              D) Choose the right alternative: public or social. 

                                          public 

                              E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                                     execution, executive 
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